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For brokers wanting to start a conversation about cyber insurance with their clients,  
it’s important to focus on areas that are truly relevant to the industry they operate in. 

Our cyber risk heat map was built from data relating to 2,500 cyber claims we’ve 
dealt with in the last two years as well as trends that our incident response team is 
witnessing externally. This color-coded graph ranks the severity of different industries’ 
exposure to business interruption, privacy, and cybercrime and includes a few 
examples of how these exposures can play out for different types of organizations.

Cyber insurance has a long reputation as a privacy liability product 
for businesses that hold sensitive data – but privacy exposure isn’t 
the only risk facing businesses today. In fact, cybercriminals are 
increasingly targeting traditional industries that hold almost no 
sensitive data at all, whether through ransomware attacks that halt 
operations or business email compromise scams that result in wiring 
payments to fraudulent accounts.

Not sure where to start?                     
Follow these three easy steps: 

1   Find the industry

2   Find the exposure

3   See where this intersection lands                            
         on the Risk-o-meter – we’ve included      
         a few scenarios specific to the sector

Cyber risk heat map
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The system 
of one of your 

major suppliers 
goes down, 

creating a knock-
on effect as 

you’re unable to 
get the materials 
you need in time 

or at the same 
price

A cyber event 
disrupts 

operations, 
resulting in 
cancelled 

appointments, 
staff overtime 
and rerouted 

services

Production 
slows or stops 

due to problems 
on your own 

system or on the 
systems of your 

supply chain 
partners

Your business 
loses revenue, 
and customer 
loyalty, from 

an inability to 
operate in-store 
or online due to 
a cyber attack 

or system 
downtime

A ransomware 
attack prevents 
you from using 
your tracking 

systems leading 
to large delays, 
lost items and 
staff overtime 

costs
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Hackers 
manage to 

access personal 
information, 

including 
student health 

information, and 
you must notify 

all parents of the 
breach

PHI is lost or 
stolen leading 
to widespread 

notification, 
corrective action 
plans and other 

regulatory 
expenses

Sensitive 
information 

about residents, 
including names, 
addresses, birth 
dates, income 

status and 
political party is 
stolen from you 
and posted on 
the dark web

Your customers’ 
credit card 
information 
is stolen and 
you must pay 
the costs of 

notifying, as well 
as regulatory 

fines and 
penalties

Client data 
that you’re 
responsible 

for protecting 
gets stolen, and 

you’re held liable
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You pay a large, 
seemingly-

authentic invoice 
to a supplier, 
only to realize 

that it was a fake 
and the money is 
now irretrievable

A phishing 
campaign results 
in compromised 
employee email 
accounts which 
hackers use to 
reroute tuition 

payments

Cybercriminals 
fraudulently 

intercept 
wire transfer 

payments made 
between you 

and your supply 
chain partners

Hackers gain 
access to your 
business email 

and reroute your 
clients’ invoice 
payments to 
fraudulent 
accounts
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Ransomware, cyber 
extortion, and funds 
transfer fraud together 
make up 39% of the 
cyber insurance claims 
we deal with. 

CFC Cyber Claims,  
September 2018 – August 2019

Did you know?
About CFC

CFC is a specialist insurance provider and a pioneer 
in emerging risk. With a track record of disrupting 
inefficient insurance markets, CFC uses proprietary 
technology to deliver high-quality products to 
market faster than the competition while making 
it easier for brokers to do business. Our broad 
range of commercial insurance products are 
purpose-built for today’s risks, and we aim to give 
our customers everything they need in one, easy-
to-understand policy. 

With 20 years’ experience in cyber insurance, 
we have one of the largest cyber underwriting 
teams in the world and our award-winning cyber 
insurance products are trusted by over 40,000 
businesses in more than 60 countries. CFC’s 
dedicated in-house cyber incident response team 
is backed by a panel of expert global response 
partners and operates the world’s first cyber 
incident response app.

CFC is headquartered in London. Learn more at 
cfcunderwriting.com and LinkedIn.

Learn more about cyber risk’s impact on different industries at cfcunderwriting.com/cyber


